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0. Introduction. We consider the following problem. If X and F are compact

connected metric abelian groups, T=a + A an affine transformation of X and

S = b + Ban affine transformation of Y, what are necessary and sufficient conditions

for every continuous mapping g of X onto F satisfying gT=Sg to be affine?

Sufficient conditions are obtained in Theorem 3 in the case when the character

group F of F is polynomially annihilated by B (see Definition 1). In Theorem 6

we show that these conditions are also necessary when F is a finite-dimensional

group and in Theorem 8 we state (without proof) that this is also true in a more

general setting. An example is given to show the assumption that F be polynomially

annihilated by B cannot be dropped from Theorem 3. We also give an example

which shows Theorem 6 to be false if Y is not finite-dimensional but Y is poly-

nomially annihilated by B.

Theorem 7 deals with the case when T and 5 are endomorphisms of an «-

dimensional group. A conjugacy property of affine transformations with quasi-

discrete spectrum is given in Theorem 4, and Theorem 5 gives information on

continuous roots of affine transformations.

The results of this paper were proved in [10] for the cases when X and Y are

finite-dimensional tori. The idea of using Theorem 1 was obtained from the

paper [2].

1. Definitions and notations. Let F be a compact connected metric abelian

(c.c.m.a.) group. We shall use additive notation in such groups. F will denote the

discrete torsion-free countable abelian character group of F, and multiplicative

notation will be used in F. F can be written as an inverse limit inv lim ( Ym, am),

where each Ym («i^ 1) is a finite-dimensional torus and om is a homomorphism of

Fm + 1 onto Fm. If F is «-dimensional then each Ym can be chosen to be an n-

dimensional torus.

An affine transformation S of a c.c.m.a. group F is a transformation of the form

S(y) = b+B(y), y e Y, where be Y and B is an endomorphism of F onto F. We

write S=b + B. Every affine transformation of F is continuous and preserves Haar

measure. An endomorphism B of F onto F induces a one-to-one dual endomorph-

ism, which we also denote by B, of F into F defined by (By)(y)=y(By), y e Y,

yet.
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The affine transformation S=b + B of Fis ergodic if and only if Bny=y, y e Y,

n>0, implies By = y, and [b, (B—I) Y] = Y where [b, (B—I) Y] denotes the smallest

closed subgroup of Y containing b and (B — I)Y. (I is the identity mapping of Y

[6].) Also, S = b + B is ergodic if and only if there exists y0 e Y such that

{Sn(y0) | zz 2:0} is dense in Y [10]. From the first condition it follows that an endo-

morphism B of Tonto Fis ergodic if and only if Bny = y, ye Y,n>0, implies y= 1

(see also [5]). Also from the first condition we have that S=b + B is strong mixing

if and only if B is ergodic (see also [3]).

Rn will denote real Euclidean zz-space, Zn the subgroup of Rn of points with

integer coordinates and Kn = Rn¡Zn the zz-dimensional torus. ¿$(p) and J(p) will

denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex number p, and if F(x) =

(P,(x), P2(x),..., Pn(x)) is a transformation from a set X to complex zz-space C,

then â?P and JP will denote the transformations of X to Rn defined by (@P)(x)

= (@Px(x),. ..,mPn(x)) and (JP)(x) = (JPx(x),.. .,JPn(x)) respectively.

Q will denote the field of rational numbers and Q[6] the algebra of all poly-

nomials in 9 with coefficients from Q.

2. Preliminary results.

Theorem 1 (Van Kampen). Let Y be a c.c.m.a. group and f be a continuous

function from Y to the set of complex numbers of unit modulus. Then f can be ex-

pressed in the form fi(y) = a(y)emy\ y e Y, where ae Y is uniquely determined by

f,<f>: Y ̂  R is continuous and is uniquely determined up to an additive constant.

Proofs of this theorem can be found in [9] and [2]. The following is immediate

from Theorem 1.

Corollary 1.1. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups and g: X^ Y a continuous

mapping. For each y e Y there exists a unique aYe X and a continuous mapping

</>r: X-> R unique up to an additive constant, such that (y ° g)(x) = av(x) exp [i</>-,(x)],

x e X. Furthermore exp [i<f>yyi(x)] = exp [i<f>r(x)] ■ exp [/«¿/(x)], x e X, y, y1 e Y.

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups and suppose that for every y e Y

there exists a continuous mapping </>y: X^R such that </>yyi = <f>y + </>yi, y,y1e Y.

Then there exists a continuous mapping u: X -» Y such that y ° zz(x) = exp [i</>y(x)],

x e X, y e Y, and u is homotopic to a constant.

Proof. For each xe X the mapping y -> exp [z'</>v(x)] is a character of Y and

therefore there exists yx e Y such that y(vx) = exp [i</>y(x)\. Define u: X ^ Y by

u(x)=yx. u is clearly continuous.

For each xe Xand each t e [0, 1 ] the mapping y -> exp [it<j>y(x)} is a character of

y and, as above in the case t=l, there exists a continuous mapping ut: X ^- Y such

that y(ut(x)) = exp [it</>y(x)], x e X, y e Y. ut is a homotopy between u and a con-

stant.
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3. Topological conjugacy and groups with polynomially annihilated character

groups. Let F be a c.c.m.a. group and B an endomorphism of Y onto Y. Let

p(0y=no + nx6+ ■ ■ ■ +nk6k be a polynomial over Z. We shall say that p is an

annihilating polynomial of y g F with respect to B if yn° ■ Bynx ■ ■ ■ Bkyn* = 1.

Suppose y g F has a nontrivial annihilating polynomial with respect to B. Let

My denote the set of all polynomials over Q some integral multiple of which is an

annihilating polynomial of y with respect to B. My is an ideal in Q[8] and therefore

there exists a unique monic polynomial qy e Q[8] such that My is the principal ideal

generated by qy [8, p. 121]. If qy(8) = sQ + sx8 + ■ ■ ■ + sl-x8l~ï + 8l then s0^0 for

otherwise qj(8) = sx + s28+ ■ ■ ■ +sl-x9''2 + 8l~1 would be a monic polynomial

generating My. If «„ is the lowest common denominator of the nonzero members of

s0,sx,.. .,í¡-i then py(8) = nQs0 + nQsx8+ ■ ■ ■ +nq8l is a polynomial over Z which

will be called the minimal annihilating polynomial of y with respect to B.

Definition 1. Let F be a c.c.m.a. group and B an endomorphism of F onto F.

We say that F is polynomially annihilated by B if every element of Y has a non-

trivial annihilating polynomial with respect to B.

If Fis an «-dimensional c.c.m.a. group then F is polynomially annihilated by any

endomorphism B of Y onto F. This follows because F is isomorphic to a subgroup

of the additive group Qn (the direct sum of« copies of Q) and therefore the one-to-

one endomorphism B of F corresponds to an « x « matrix with rational entries and

nonzero determinant. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem shows that some integral

multiple of the characteristic polynomial of this matrix is an annihilating poly-

nomial, with respect to B, of every element of F. If qi8)=s0 + sx8+ ■ ■ ■ +8n is

the characteristic polynomial of some matrix representation of B and if «, is the

lowest common denominator of the nonzero members of s0, sx,..., sn_x, then the

polynomial p(9) = nqs0 + nqsx8+ ■ ■ ■ +nQ8" is a polynomial over Z, which will be

called the annihilating polynomial of F with respect to B. This polynomial is

independent of the matrix representation of B.

The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 1. Let X be a c.c.m.a. group and T=a + A an affine transformation of X.

Suppose <1> : X -> Rn is a nonconstant continuous function and M is a linear trans-

formation of Rn such that <&(T.x)= M<l>(x) + d, x e X, where deRn. Then there

exists S g X, 8# 1, and a root A, with |A[ = 1, of the characteristic equation of M such

that Ap8 = ofior some y?ä 1 and b~(a + A(a) + • • • + A"' \a)) = Xp for all such p.

Proof. We consider Rn as a subset of C" (complex «-space) in the usual way and

complexify M. There exists an invertible linear transformation U of C" such that

U~1MU=DM, the Jordan normal form of the linear transformation M. Therefore

U-l<bCTx)= DMU~1<b(x)+ U~xd, xeX If wx, w2, ...,wn denotes the fixed basis of

Rn then wx, w2,. .., wn is also a basis, using complex coefficients for Cn. Suppose

U~1<î>(x) = Ji?=xfi(x)wi. Each/: X-^ C is continuous, and if i0 is the least positive

integer for which /0 is nonconstant then fÍ0(Tx) = Xf¡0(x) + e, xe X, where eeC
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and A is an eigenvalue of M. If /: X-> C is defined by /(x)=/0(x)—Jx/0(x) dm,

where m denotes Haar measure on X, then l(Tx) = Xl(x) and / is nonconstant and

continuous. Since F maps A'onto X, supx |/(Fx)| = |A| supx |/(x)| implies |A| = 1.

But I e L2(X) and therefore l(x) = libi8i(x) (L2 convergence) where S¡ e X and

2i |èj|2<oo. From the equation l(Tpx) = X"l(x), yz§ 1, we have

2 bA(a + Aa+---+Ap- 1a)8i(Apx) = X" 2 *Â(*)   (F2 convergence).
i i

If Sj, y48¡, /f2S¡,... are all distinct then ¿zf=0 for otherwise the condition 2, |¿¡|2<oo

is violated. Therefore ¿¡/0 implies ^p8i = Si for some/zäl and when this occurs

8i(a + Aa+ ■ ■ ■ +Ap~1a) = Xp. Since l(x) is nonconstant there must be some 8t e X,

S,# 1, with this property.

Theorem 3. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups. Let T=a + A be an affine trans-

formation of X and S = b + B an affine transformation of Y. Suppose further that Y is

polynomially annihilated by B. If there exists a nonaffine continuous mapping g : X—> Y

such that gT=Sg then there exists 8 e X, 5V 1, and a root A, with \X\ = 1, of the

minimal annihilating polynomial with respect to B of some element of Y, such that

Ap8 = 8 for some p^ 1 and 8(a + Aa+ ■ ■ ■ +A"'1a) = Xp for all such p.

Proof. Using the notation of Corollary 1.1, for y e Y let

(y o g)(x) = ay(x) exp [i<f>y(x)\

where ay e X and </>y: X-> R is continuous. Since g is nonaffine there exists y0 e Y

such that </>yo is nonconstant. Applying y e Y to the equation gT= Sg and using the

uniqueness asserted in Corollary 1.1 we have ay(a) exp [i</>y(Tx)] = y(b) exp [z'^B,(x)].

Since X is connected this implies

</>y(Tx) = </>By(x) + cy,       xe X,

where cy e R. Suppose that pyo, the minimal annihilating polynomial of y0 with

respect to B, is of degree n. Define <1> : X ->■ Rn by

[K(x)    1

L«rV-1yo(*)J

O is nonconstant and continuous. If pYo(9) = m0 + mx6+ ■ ■ • +mn9n, mxeZ

(ISiSn), mn^0, then using the connectedness of X we have that mn</>B"yo(x)

+ wn_1</V-1y0+ • • • +m0(f>yo(x) is a constant mapping. Let M denote the linear

transformation of Rn given by the matrix
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Then <i>(Tx) = M<b(x) + d,x e X, where d e Rn, and the result follows from Lemma 1

since py is the characteristic polynomial of M.

Corollary 3.1. Let X, Y, T, S be as in Theorem 3 with the additional assumption

that T is ergodic. If there is a nonafifine continuous mapping g:X^- Y such that

gT=Sg then there exists 8 e X, 8^1, and a root A, with |A| = 1, of the minimal

annihilating polynomial with respect to B of some element of Y, such that A is not a

root of unity, AS = 8 and 8(a) = A.

Hence if T is strong mixing, all continuous mappings g: X—»■ F such that gT= Sg

are affine.

Proof. Let 8 be the element of X and A the complex number which are determined

by Theorem 3. Since Ap8 = 8 for some p^l, the ergodicity of T implies A8 = 8

and hence 8(a) = A. If A were a root of unity then since [a, (A — I)X] = X, 8 would

only assume a finite number of values on X and would have to be the identity

character.

Lastly, if T is strong mixing then A is ergodic and there is no 8 g X, 8+ 1, with

,48 = 8.

Theorem 2 of Arov [2] follows from Corollary 3.1.

The notion of a measure-preserving transformation with quasi-discrete spectrum

has been defined by Abramov [1], and the notion of a homeomorphism with

quasi-discrete spectrum has been defined by Hahn and Parry [4]. An ergodic affine

transformation S=b + B of a c.c.m.a. group F has quasi-discrete spectrum as a

(Haar) measure-preserving transformation if and only if it has quasi-discrete

spectrum as a homeomorphism. In fact S = b + B, assumed to be ergodic, has

quasi-discrete spectrum in either sense if and only if f)™=o (B~ I)nY={0}, where /

denotes the identity mapping of F [7]. The following result extends Theorem 6 of

the paper [4].

Theorem 4. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups and let T=a + A be an ergodic

affine transformation of X and S=b + B an ergodic affine transformation of Y. If S

has quasi-discrete spectrum then all continuous mappings g: X-*■ F satisfying gT= Sg

are affine.

Proof. Let y g Y. There exists «^ 1 such that (0—l)n is an annihilating poly-

nomial of y with respect to B. It follows that the roots of the minimal annihilating
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polynomial of y with respect to B are equal to 1. The result follows from Corollary

3.1.

Theorem 5. Let Y be a c.c.m.a. group and S = b + B a strong mixing affine

transformation of Y such that Y is polynomially annihilated by B. Then every con-

tinuous pth root (päl) of S is an affine transformation and S has a continuous pth

root if and only if there is an endomorphism C of Y onto Y with CP = B.

Proof. Suppose g is a continuous pth root of S. Then gS = Sg and g is affine by

Corollary 3.1. Since S is strong mixing B is ergodic and therefore (B — I)Y= Y.

Choose y0e Y so that (B — I)yQ = b and the homeomorphism h: y-> Y, defined by

h(y)=y0 + y, satisfies hS = Bh. Therefore S has a continuous pth root if and only

if B has a continuous pth root. Any continuous pth root of B is affine and the pth

power of its endomorphism part will be B. Conversely if C is an endomorphism of Y

onto y with CP = B then C is a continuous pth root of B.

As a special case of Corollary 3.1 we have the following result. If F is a c.c.m.a.

group and B is an ergodic endomorphism of Y onto Y which polynomially anni-

hilates y then every continuous mapping commuting with B is affine. The example

below shows that this result is false (and therefore Theorem 3 is false) if the assump-

tion that Y be polynomially annihilated by B is dropped.

Let K" denote the two-sided infinite-dimensional torus (i.e. the two-sided

infinite direct sum of copies of AT) and let B denote the shift automorphism of KK

defined by (Bz)n = zn + X if z = (zn). No nontrivial element of KK is polynomially

annihilated by B. Let/: Ä"—> K be any homeomorphism and define F: Kx -> Kx

by (F(z))n=fi(zn), — oo <zz<oo. F is a homeomorphism and FB=BF. Moreover

F can be chosen to be nonaffine by choosing/nonaffine.

It would be interesting to know if the condition that Y be polynomially anni-

hilated by B follows from the fact that every continuous mapping commuting with

B (B ergodic) is affine.

4. Converses of Theorem 3.

Lemma 2. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups and let them be represented as

X= inv lim (Xq, t„) and Y=inv Urn (Ym, am) where Xq (q^l) and Ym (zzz^l) are

finite-dimensional tori. Let C be a homomorphism of X onto Y and let u: X-> Y

be a continuous mapping which depends only on Xko and which is homotopic to a

constant by a homotopy which depends only on Xko. Then C + u maps X onto Y.

Proof. Let Cm and um (m^l) denote the mappings of X to Ym obtained by

projecting C and u onto Ym. C+u will map X onto Y if and only if Cm + zzm maps X

onto ym for each m 2: 1. For each m ^ 1 there exists qm ̂  1 such that Cm only depends

on Xqm. Let km = max (qm, k0). Then Cm can be considered as a homomorphism

of Xkm onto ym and um can be considered as a continuous mapping of Xkm into Ym

which is homotopic (on Xkm) to a constant. The result will follow if we can show

that whenever C is a homomorphism of K" onto Km and u: Kn -> Km is a continuous
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mapping homotopic to a constant then C+u maps Kn onto Km. However this result

follows from Lemma 1 of [10].

Lemma 3. Let P: Rn -> Rn be a continuous mapping such that P(v + t) = P(v),

v e Rn, reZn and jjP(v) -P(v') \\ <\\v- v' ||, v, v' e Rn where || • || denotes the usual

norm in Rn. Let xu: Kn -» Kn be the continuous mapping defined by xutt = ttP, where

it: Rn ->1P is the natural projection. Then I + xp is a one-to-one mapping of Kn.

(I denotes the identity mapping of Kn.)

Proof. Let /' denote the identity mapping of Rn. T + P is a one-to-one mapping

because v + P(v) = v' + P(v') implies v — v'= P(v') — P(v) and hence v = v'. Suppose

(I+<p)tt(v) = (I+>/j)7t(v'). Then 7t(I' + P)(v) = 7t(I'+ P)(v') and

(I' + P)(v) = (I' + P)(v') + t,       reZ"

= (I' + P)(v' + r).

Therefore v = v' + r and w(v) = ir(v'). This proves that I+xb is one-to-one.

The following theorem gives a converse to Theorem 3 in the cases when F is a

finite-dimensional group.

Theorem 6. Let X and Y be c.c.m.a. groups and suppose that Y is n-dimensional.

Let T=a + A bean affine transformation of X, S = b + B an affine transformation of Y

and suppose there exists a continuous mapping h of X onto Y such that hT= Sh.

Suppose further there exists 8 e X, 8^ 1, and a root A, with |A| = 1, of the annihilating

polynomial of Y with respect to B such that Ap8 = 8 for some /zä 1 and 8(a + A(a) +

■ ■ ■ + Ap~1(a)) = Xp for all such p. Then there exists a nonaffine continuous mapping

g of X onto Y such that gT= Sg. Moreover, if « is given to be a homeomorphism

then g can be chosen to be a homeomorphism.

Proof. We may as well assume that the given mapping « is affine or there is

nothing to prove. Suppose h = c+C, where c e Y and C is a homomorphism of X

onto Y. We shall use Theorem 2 and to do this we have to construct continuous

mappings </>y: X —> R for each y g Y.

Since Fis «-dimensional Fis isomorphic to a subgroup QY of the additive group

Qn and we can choose QY so that if dl = (dix, di2,..., dln) where

du =1    if z = /

= 0   ififtj,

then d{ e QY (1 âz'â«). Let [M] be the matrix (with rational entries) representing

the action of B on QY, and let y¡ e Y correspond under the above isomorphism to

d% g Qy (1 íkiún). Let M denote the linear transformation of Rn induced by the

matrix [M].

Suppose thatp is the smallest positive integer such that Ap8 = 8. Define/: X->C

by

/(,-) =  2 Ka + A(a)+V+A^(a)) % g
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/ is a nonconstant continuous function satisfying f(Tx) = Xf(x), xeX. If

wx, w2,..., wn denotes the fixed basis of Rn it is also a basis for Cn. Let U be the

invertible linear transformation of C such that U~1MU=DM, the Jordan normal

form of the complexified linear transformation M. Lety'0 be the largest integer for

which wJ0 corresponds to the eigenvalue A of DM. Then U(f(x)w]o) is nonconstant

and so either -^U(f(x)wJ0) or JU(f(x)wj¡) is nonconstant. Suppose, without loss

of generality, that ¿%U(f(x)wJ0) is nonconstant and define the mappings </>Vi: X-+R

by

2<j>nix)wi = £Uifix)w,0),       xeX.
i=l

Let ye Y. Ifymo = y"i- y§a. .... y;.,mc,mb..., mn e Z, m0 ̂  0, define </>y : X-^R

by

Ux) = J inW+? K(x)+ » » » + J hSx),       x e X.
ZTZq ZZ70 ZZZq

Then <f>yyi = <]>y+<f>yi, y, y1 e Y. Also

2 </>n(Tx)wl = ®U(f(Tx)wi0) = @UDM(f(x)wi0)
i = l

n n

= ^2 K(x)wx = 2 </>Bn(x)Wi.
i = l i=l

Therefore</>ByLTx) = <t>Br¡(x), xe X, ISiSn, and hence</>y(Tx) = 4>Bv(x), xeX,ye Y.

By Theorem 2 there exists a continuous mapping u: X^ Y such that y(«(x))

= exp [i<f>y(x)], x e X, y e Y, u(Tx) = Bu(x), xe X, and u is homotopic to a constant.

Let g : X -> Y be defined by g(x) = c+ C(x) + u(x), xe X. g(Fx) = c + C(Tx) + u(Tx)

= S(c + C(x)) + Bu(x) = Sg(x), xe X.

It remains to show that g maps X onto Y. Suppose A'=inv lim (Xq, t„) and

y= inv lim (Ym, am) where the Xq (q^l) are finite-dimensional tori and the Ym

(m ̂  1) are zz-dimensional tori. Suppose the given character S e Xk(1. Then each

mapping j>y: X^R only depends on Xko and therefore u only depends on Xko and

is homotopic to a constant by a homotopy depending only on Xko (Theorem 2). The

fact that g maps X onto Y now follows from Lemma 2.

We now show that if h is given to be a homeomorphism then g can be chosen to

be a homeomorphism. Since we are assuming h = c+C, C will be an isomorphism

of Xonto y. Let g(: A^ Y, t e [0, 1], be defined by gt(x) = c+ C(x) + ut(x), xe X,

where ut: X^* Y satisfies y(ut(x)) = exp [z'í<¿y(x)], xeX, yet (Theorem 2). By

Lemma 2 gt is a continuous mapping of X onto Y and gtF= Sg(, í e [0, 1 ]. We shall

show that gt is one-to-one for sufficiently small t.

It suffices to show that gt° C'1: y-> y is one-to-one for sufficiently small t.

We have gt ° C'\y) = c+y+ut ° C~1y, y e Y. Let k be the smallest integer for

which 8 o C'1 e Yk, where 8 is the given element of X. By the definition of <py,
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y g F, each </>y ° C'1 can be considered as a real-valued fonction of Yk, and there-

fore induces a mapping Py: Rn -> R defined by Py(v) = </>y ° C^1(yv), v e Rn, where

yv is any point of F which has component v + Z" in Yk. Since each Py is a linear

combination of sines and cosines of the coordinates of Rn, there exists a constant

N such that if ß is a generator of any Ym (m ä 1) then

\Pß(v)-Pß(v')\ í N\\v-v'\\,       v,v'eR\

where || ■ | denotes the usual norm in Rn.

Choose t0 g [0, 1] so that nt0N< 1. Let y, y' e Y, y^y'. Suppose y = (yi,y2,...),

y' = (y'i,y'2,---) where y(,y'{eYh /J>1. We shall show that gto° C~\y)^gto

o C-\y'). Ifyk=y'k then </>y o c-1(y) = </>y ° C^(y'),ye Y, and therefore uho C'^y)

= ut0 ° C~\y'). Hence gh ° C-\y)-gla ° C-1(/)=^-/#0. Now suppose j^;.

Considering Ffc as an «-torus let ßu ß2,..., ßne Yk be defined by ßj(zx,..., zn)

= exp (2wiz}). Define G: Yk^- Yk by

G(zx, ...,zn) = (zx + t0<pßi o C~l(y2),.. .,zn + t0<pßn o C-\y,)) + Zn

where y3 is any point of F having z = (zx,..., zn)as its component in Yk. By Lemma

3, since t0 is chosen so that nt0N< 1, we have that G is one-to-one. Since ykj=-y'k,

G(yk) + G(y'k), i.e. ßt(yk + ula o C-\y))*ßs(y'k+uto o C~\y')) for some/ Therefore

y + uto o C-Hví^y + z/^ = C-\y'), i.e. fto o C"1^)^^ = C~\y').

The following is a direct consequence of Theorems 3 and 6.

Corollary 6.1. Let X be a c.c.m.a. group and let Y be a c.c.m.a. n-dimensional

group. Let T=a + A be an affine transformation of X and S = b + B an affine trans-

formation of Y for which there exists a continuous mapping h of X onto Y satisfying

hT= Sh. There exists a nonaffine continuous mapping g of X onto Y such that gT= Sg

if and only if there exists 8 e X, 8# 1, and a root A, with |A| = 1, of the annihilating

polynomial of Y with respect to B such that Ap8 = 8 for some p^ 1 and 8(a + A(a) +

■ ■ ■ +Ap~1(a)) = Ap for all such p. If h is a homeomorphism, the above conditions

are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a nonaffine homeomorphism g of Y

such that gT= Sg.

If B is an endomorphism of a c.c.m.a. «-dimensional group F onto F then it

follows from the ergodicity conditions stated in §1 that B is ergodic if and only if no

root of the annihilating polynomial of F with respect to B is a root of unity.

Moreover there is an element y e Y, y+\ such that Bpy = y if and only if the

annihilating polynomial of Y with respect to B has a pth root of unity as a root.

Theorem 7. Let Y be a c.c.m.a. n-dimensional group and let A and B be endo-

morphisms of Y onto Y. Suppose there exists a continuous mapping h of Y onto Y

such that hA=Bh. There exists a nonaffine continuous mapping g of Y onto Y such

that gA=Bg if and only if A and B are not ergodic. If h is given to be a homeomor-

phism then there exists a nonaffine homeomorphism g of Y such that gA=Bg if and

only if A and B are not ergodic.
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Proof. If there exists a nonaffine continuous mapping g of y into Y satisfying

g A =Bg then Theorem 3 asserts the existence of S € Y, 8/1, and a root A of the

annihilating polynomial of Y with respect to B such that Ap8 = 8 for some p ^ 1 and

A"= 1 for all such p. Therefore A and B are not ergodic.

Conversely suppose A and B are not ergodic. Suppose h is affine or there is

nothing to prove. Let h = c+C, where ce Y and C is an endomorphism of Y

onto y If Y is considered as an (additive) subgroup of Qn the nonsingular matrix

representing C is a conjugacy between the matrix representing A and the matrix

representing B. Hence the annihilating polynomial of Y with respect to A is the

same as the annihilating polynomial of Y with respect to B. Let 8 e Y, S#l, be

such that Ap8 = 8 for some /zäl. Let p be the least positive integer for which

Ap8 = 8. Then the annihilating polynomial of Y with respect to B has a root A

which is a pth root of unity. The result now follows from Theorem 6.

We now give an example to show that Theorem 6 is false if the assumption that Y

is finite-dimensional is replaced by the assumption that Y is polynomially anni-

hilated by B, i.e. the converse of Theorem 3 is false.

Let F denote the automorphism of the 4-torus K1 determined by the matrix

"0       0       0-1"

10       0       8
[F] =

0       1       0-6

_0       0       1       8_

The matrix [F] has two eigenvalues Alt Xx of unit modulus which are not roots of

unity and two distinct real eigenvalues A2, A3 [10]. Let W denote the one-sided

direct sum of an infinite number of copies of K*. Let Y=K+ W. Y is an infinite-

dimensional torus. Let S=b + B: Y-> Y be defined by

S(y0, Vi, y2, ■ ■ ■ ) = (bo, 0,0,...) + (y0, Fvi, Vi + Ey2, y2 + Ey3,... )

y0 e K, Vi e K* (z'S: 1), where exp [2t7z7jz0] = A^ It is not difficult to show that S is

ergodic and Y is polynomially annihilated by B. The characteristic polynomial of

[E] is the minimal annihilating polynomial with respect to B of some of the

elements of Y and Xx is a root of this polynomial. If S e Y is defined by

8(Vo, Vi, V2, • ■ •) = exp [2ttz>0],

then B8 = 8 and 8(b) = Xx. Hence (with X= Y and T=S) all the assumptions of

Theorem 6 (except that Y be finite-dimensional) are satisfied by this example.

However, we shall show that every continuous mapping commuting with S is

affine.

Suppose gS=Sg where g is continuous. Let gn (n ̂  0) be the projection of g onto

the zzth factor in the representation  Y=K+Ki +Ä"44-. ga is a continuous

mapping of Y into K and gn (n ^ 1) are continuous mappings of Y into Ä-4. We shall

show that each gn (n ̂  0) is affine and this implies g is affine. By Theorem 1 there
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exists a homomorphism/x0: T-^ Kand a continuous mapping<f>0: y ^ F such that

go(y) = v-o(y) + 4>o(y) + z- Since g0(Sy) = b0+g0(y) we have

<t>o(Sy) = </>o(y) + a,       y e Y,   where a e R.

Therefore <f>0(y) -\Y </>0(y) dm (m denotes Haar measure on Y) is an invariant

function under S and therefore constant. Hence </>0 is constant and g0 is affine.

Suppose that some gn(n^l) is nonaffine. Let k be the least integer for which gk is

nonaffine. By Theorem 1 there exist homomorphisms p¡: y^Á"and continuous

mappings </>t: Y-> R (IS¡S4) such that

~ni(y)+<f>i(y)~

r*a(v)+<My)

t>s(y)+'/>3(y)

_Hi(y)+<f>i(y)_

Since gS=Sg we have gkS = gk-i + Egk and gk + 1S=gk + Egk+1\ Since gk_x is

affine the uniqueness in Theorem 1 gives

gk(y) = + Z4

>i(Sv)

MSy)

MSy)

MSy)l
Let D, with matrix

= F

*i(y)

My)
<t>3(y)

lUyU

+ e,       y e Y,   where eeR1.

[D]

'Xx 0 0 0

0 Ai 0 0

0 0 A2 0

.0 0 0 A3

be the Jordan normal form of Fand let U: C4 -> C4 be the linear transformation

such that U~XEU= D. By the type of argument used in the proof of Theorem 3 it

follows that

(c8(y)

d8~\y)

0

0

u + «',       veT,

where c, deC and e' e R*. By Theorem 1 again

(M+My)\
. ii6(y)+4>e(y)

H'i(y)+'f"t(y)

^e(y)+<l>8(yV

yeY,
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where p.¡: Y->K are homomorphisms and </>¡: F^Ä are continuous (5^z':£8).

Since gk + 1(Sy)=gk(y) + Egk + x(y) we have

+ u\      .        1+«',       >'e^

where e" e Ä4. Apply t/  J to this equation and set

= u-

Then /i(S^) = A1/1(jz) + c8(3z) + c1, where c'eC. Since /gL2(F) let fx(y)

= 2¡ «iViÎF) (¿-2 convergence) where y¡e Y and 2¡ |a¡|2<oo. If S = yio then aio8(b)

= \xaio + c, and since S(zj) = A1 this gives c = 0. Consideration of the equation for/2

implies d=0. Therefore <p¡, 1 á/^4, are constant and gk is affine, a contradiction.

Therefore each gn («2:0) is affine.

Thus we have shown that every continuous mapping commuting with 5 is

affine.

We shall now state, without proof, a generalization of Theorem 6. If B is an

endomorphism of a cam.a. group F onto F we denote by Y(B, A) the subgroup of

Y generated by those elements of Y whose minimal annihilating polynomials with

respect to B have A as a root.

Theorem 8. Suppose X and Y are c.c.m.a. groups, T=a + A an affine trans-

formation of X, and S = b + B an affine transformation of Y such that Y is poly-

nomial^ annihilated by B. Suppose there exists a continuous mapping « of X onto Y

such that hT=Sh. Also assume there exists 8 e X, 8^=1, and a complex number A

with | A | = 1, such that Y(B, A) is a subgroup of Y of finite rank with the properties that

Ap8 = 8 for some p^ 1 and 8(a + A(a)+ ■ ■ ■ + A"~ 1(a)) = X" for all such p. Then there

exists a nonaffine continuous mapping g of X onto Y such that gT= Sg. If h is a

homeomorphism then g can be chosen to be a homeomorphism.
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